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tute can be found. There are 256 ponds o f  from 5 to 2,000 
acres each, aggregating 31,604 acres in Connecticut which 
contain a considerable number and variety of food ftshes
although probably not a thousandth part of what this may be 
made to produce at a little expense of time and money. Be
sides these (256) large ponds, there are a greater number of 
ponds of less than 5 acres each, that are in like maImer ca
pable of development.-Ounnecticut F.sh Oommissloners. 

AN INSECT ROSE THORN. 

HUXLEY ON PHYSIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE.* "fast fellows;" but he also knows, from the confessional of 
his back office, that these men do not pretend to have derived 
much or any aid from them in their unlawful amours. The THE chief ground upon which I venture to recommend 
nation �hat trusts to the fear of bastardy to keeping its that the teaching o,f elementary physiology should form an 
�omen m th� P!lth of virtue, rather than to religious train- essential part of an organized course of instruction in mat
mg, moral prmClples, and a knowledge of the sacred duties ters pertaining to domestic economy, is that a knowledge of 
of wife and ml)ther, takes a position which we should be even the elements of this subject supplies those conceptions 
sorry to see assumed in defence of American women and of the constitution and mode of action of the living body and 
one which, for ourselves, we scout and repudiate in their be- of the nature of health and disease, which prepare the mind 
half.-Medical and Surgical Reporter. to receive instructions from sanitary science. 

�_�_�� ___ �_ 
It is, I . t�ink, eminently desirab�e t�at the hygienist and 

AT a recent meeting of the San Francisco Microscopical HORSE DENTISTRY. the physlclan should find somethmg m the public mind to 
Society, Col. C. Mason Kinne presented some curiuus forms which they can appeal; some little stock of universally ac-
of ins�ct life, which were obtained by Mr. Thos. F. Eyre, IT is generally believed, even among the best horsemen in knowledged truths, which may serve as a foundation for 
from a tree and rose-bush under the same, growing at Ma:r.at- the country, that glanders is quite prevalent among horses. their warnings, and predispose towards an intelligent obedi
lan, Mexico. They were mistaken by the casual observer Many a valuable animal has been killed by direction of his ence to their recommendations. 
for the thorns whIch are the proverbial necessary evils of owner because of an offensive discharge from the nostrils, Listening to crdinary talk about health disease and death 
the sweet smellmg rose, from the fact that the thorax being which has been considered as a sure indication that the horse on� is often led to entertain a doubt whether the speake; 
raised into a sharp-pointed crest which had the appearance I is affected with that dreaded disease-glanders. The fact )Jeheves that the course of natural causation runs as smoothly 
and feeling of a veritable rose thorn. Mr. Kinne remarked is, says the Worcester Spy, cases of glanders are few and far m the human body as elsewhere. Indications are too obvi
that the tree-hopperEl (mem,bractdidlJJ) furnish many varietie3 between. ous of a strong, though perhaps an unavowed and half un
of this peculiar form of raised thorax, but the variegated C. D. House, the celebrated veterinary dentist, who is 

I 
c.onscious, undercurrent of opinion that the phenomena of 

sharp crest. curving upward and backward from the head of known by all horsebreeders and owners of nClte from the hfe are not only widely different in their superficial char_ 
this, gives perhaps, as beautiful an illustration as is found of Atlantic to the Mississippi, was in the city recently and I 

acters and in their practical importance, from other natural 
the genus. In the strug�le for existence which has gone on says that in all his experience he has never known of but two eve,nts; but that. they do not fopow in that definite order 
for ages in the animal kmgdom, the "mimicry of nat.ure" cases, although he has known of hundreds of instances whlCh charactenzes the succeSSlOn of all other occurrences, 
plays an important part, and this little tree-hopper from its when horses have been killed because they were supposed to and the statement of which we call a law of nature. 
appearance and known habits, is a good example of the be affected with this disease. The whole trouble arises from Hence, I think, arises the want of heartiness of belief in 
theory. neglect of the teeth, and this alone causes more difficulty t�e value of knowledge respecting the laws of health and 

than any of the ailments to which horses are subject. The dlsease, al!-d of the foresight and care to which knowledge is 
famous sire, Rysdyk's Hambletonian, was killed by the the essential preliminary, which is so often noticeable ; and 
toothache, and other valuable horses have died from the a correspondmg laxity and carelessness in practice. the re-LOBSTER BURYING ITS PREY. 

TOWARDS the end of February last we had occasion to same cause. suIts of which are too frequently lamentable. 
�mpty !l tank containing flat-fishes, and a flounder of eight The offensive discharge from the nostrils, so closely resem- It i� said that, among the many religious sects of Russia, 
mches ill length was inadvertantly left buricd in the shingle, I bling the discharge in cases of glanders arises from the there IS one which holds that all disease is brought by the 
where it died. On refilling the tank it was tenanted by teeth, which, becoming detached, are f�rced up into the direct and special interference of the Deity, and which, 
three lobsters (llll1nrr,f'lt8 m"riliuN), one of which is an aged head and cause ulcers to form, which continue to mcrease in therefore, looks with repugnance upon both preventive and 
veteran of unusual size, bearin:;. an hono�able array of si�e until they burst, and the secretions escape from the nos- curat�ve measures, as alike blasphemous interferences with 
barnaelesj and he soon brought to hght the ludden flounder, tnls. the wlll of God. Among ourselves. the "Peculiar People" 
with which he retired to a corner. In a short time it was Bunches below the eyes and upon the face of a horse are are, I believe, the only persons who hold the like dectrine 
noticed that the flounder had disappeared. It was impossi- nearly always the result of troublesome teetb and many a in its integrity, and carry it out with logical rigor. But 
ble the lobster could have eaten it all in the interim, and horseman has noticed that these bunchcs disappear with the �any of us are old enough to recollect that the administra
the handle of a n9t revealed th3 fact that, upon the approach cessation of a discharge from the horse's nostrils, and form tion of chloroform in assuagement of the pangs of childbirth 
of the two smaller lobsters, the larger one had buried the again soon after the discharge ceases. was, at its introduction, resisted upon similar grounds. 
flounder bsneatb a heap of shingle, on which he now A few dars ago Mr. House operated upon the horses of the I am not sure that the feeling, of which the doctrine to 
mounted guard. Five tim93 within two bours was the fish Hambletoman Breeding Stud, Dr. Flagg, C. M. Dyer, Wash- which I have referred is the full expression, does not lie at 
unearthed, and as often did th3 lobster shovel the gravel burn. and Vauo-hn and W. G. Strong pulling or cutting or the bottom of the minds of a great many people who would 
over it w,ith it� huge claw�, each time �scending .the pile filling tbe teeth of 'nearly every animai he examined. In one yet vigorously obje�t to give a verbal .assen� to'the doctrine 
and turnmg hlS bold dJfenslVe front to hlS compamOD3. I of the horses' mouths the wolf teeth were found to be en- Itself. However thlS may be, the mam pomt is that suffi_ 
am not aware that this cani�e propen�ity of t�e lobster has tirely c�)Vered by: the um, and detached from the jaw so that cie�t kpowledge ha� now been acq�ired of vital phenom�na 
been before recordJd.-E. E. Barker �n Zou/ogtst. every tlme the blt was moved in the horse's mouth these to Just!fy the assertlOn that the notlOn that there IS anythmg 

teeth were turned, crowded, and jammed into the gum of exceptlOnal about these phenomena receives not a particle of 
course causing the horse to jump and run. ' support from any known fact. On the contrary, there is a 

ON THE PROPRIETY OF LIMITING FAMILIES. 
�OME forty years. ago a Boston physician, respectable, we 

beheve, but not emment, Dr. Knowlton, impressed with the 
politica� doctrines of the eminent clergyman and political 
economlst. Malthus, wrote a small book advocating the 
limitation of childbearing in married life. 

Mr. Malthus, writing ill 1798, and his followers, F. Place, 
John and James Mill, Hicardo, Senior, Fawcett, Cairnes amI 
a host of economists, have shown that there is a con�tant 
teniency in all animated beings, including mankind to in
crease more rapidly than the means provided by nat�re for 
subsistence. In our race a woman commences to menstruate 
at fifteen, and continues apt for reproduction until the age 
of forty five, or thirty whole years, during which time she 
might easily, on an average, give birth to twelve or fifteen 
children, if in good health. It is this constant tendency toward 
rapid reproduction which causes the present most unsatisfac
tory st�te of hygiene a�ong the poorer classes in over-peopled 
countnes. In the Umted States the tendency to increase 
r!lpidly is evinced by: the fact that ever since 1780 the popula
tlOn was doubled m some twenty to twenty-five years, in 
many instances entirely without counting immigrants. Eng
land has never doubled its numbers more rapidly than in 
some fifty-two years. Hence, it is as clear as a sum in addi
tion that the English, and especially the French, who remain 
stationary in numbers together, must have had their increase 
checked by some causes. In England these causes are in
fant mortality, celibacy- of women, and prostitution (which 
induces barrenness). In France the population has been 
mainly kept down by the enforced celibacy of armr life, and 
by the avoidance of large famLies among the marned. 

The propriety of this latter step has been insisted upon by 
many eminent sociologists. The distinguished philosopher 
John Stuart Mill, exclaims, in one of his essays, "Little ad: 
vance can be expect�d in morality until the production of a 
large family is regarded in the same light as drunkenness or 
any other physical excess." ' 

Impressed with his views, a society in England lately re
printed Dr. Knowlton's book; but the bigotry of Some Eng. 
l�sh conservative� could not bear the discussion of the ques
tion, and the SOClety was prosecuted. The result was, its 
representatives were acqjlitted, and the sa:e of the book rose, 
f:om a to�al ?f 500 copies before the trial, to 125,000 copies 
smce the mdlCtment was lodged! Thus does fanaticism de
feat itself. 

The English medical weeklies have all discussed the sub
ject. and �ith their usual timidity. They do not pretend to 
a�tack Mlll's arguments; th�y only deprecate the publicity 
glven to what they call the dlscusslOn of a dangerous topic. 
Fortunately this country was educated in the principles of 
Thomas Jefferson, and tauo-ht from its infancy that the 
surest way to rob a topic of danger to the commonwealth is 
by the fullest and freest public discussion of it. 

We have not seen Dr. Knowlton's book, and so we cannot 
spe!lk of its merits or demerits. But as a physician and 
soclOlogist we have repeatedly stated in this journal that the 
subject he discusses is one of grave import, proper and 
necessary for both professional and general consideration, 
one which no prejudice nor bigotry can much lono-er keep 
in the shade. If the book in question. as was alleg�d trea/,s 
of it in a ,,:ay: to encourage immorality, physicians 'are to 
blame that It IS so; they could and they should present the 
matter, as it can be presented, as a topic of general social 
welfare, freed from this immoral tendency. All knowledge 
can be abu�ed; but that is no reas�n. for preferring ignorance 
on any subJect.; and the a�surd pO�lti�n that our only or chief 
safeguard agamst sexual lmmorality IS the fear, entertained 
by one or both parties, that bastardy may result, is a most 
discr�dit1ble, and for this country, a most false, notion. If 
Enghsh women are chiefly restrained from profligacy by this 
fear, it is not so with the women of the United States and we 
do not believe that the general knowledge of the "pr�ventive 
checkl" to having offspring would add in any appreciable 
manner to sexual vice. This opinion is not theoretical. 
Every city physician knows that these checks are perfectly 
well known to the "men about town," the libertines and 

Another case was found where the grinders had been worn vast and a!,l incre�ing mass of evidence that birth and 
rough !lnd u.noven, and w�re slightly displaced, so that the death, healtn and dlsease� �re as much .parts of the ordinary 
horse, m eatmg, was contmually grinding away upon the in- stream of events as the nsmg and settmg of the sun, or the 
ner lining of the mouth, keeping it constantly raw and changes of the moon; and that the living body is a mechan 
painful, and of course making the beast cross and irritable ism the proper working of which we term health; its dis
Still another case was whore one of a colt's temporary teeth' turbance, disease; its stoppage, death. The activity of this 
after bein� partially forced from its place by the second teeth: �echanism is depen.dent upon many and complicated condi
had r�mamed �astened by one fang, and in such a position as tlOl!-s, some of whlC� are hopelessly beyond our cont�ol, 
to g:nnd contmually upon the gum while the animal was �hlle C!thers are .readlly accesslble an.d are capable of bemg 
feedmgj and yet so mcely had the decaying tooth been mdefimtely modlfied by our own actlOns. The business of 
lodged, that its presence was only detected by the offensive the hygienist and of the physician is to know the range of 
odor arising .therefrom. these modifiab.le conditions, and how to influence them to-

Several cases of inflammation of the gums were found "Yards the n:amtenance of health and the prolongation of 
which were accounted for by' the presence of tartar on th� hfe ; the bUSIlless of the general public is to give an intelli
front teeth, which was readlly removed. Mr. House' s opc- gent assent and a ready obedience based upon that assent, to 
rations recently were closely watched by a large number of the. rule� laid down f?r their guidance by such experts. But 
horsemen, and many who were unable to account for sensi- an mtelhgent as�ent IS an assent based upon knowledge, and 
tive mouths in their own horses became satisfied that the the kno:vledge which is here in question means an acquain-
trouble was with their teeth. tance wltb the elements of physiology. 

His method of operating is so simple that it astonishes It is not di.fficult to acquire such knowledge. What is 
many a horseman. He uses no gag and the animal stands true to a certam extent of all the physical sciences is emi
free, even without a head stall, thlS being his only method l;1ently c�aracteristic of physiology-tbe difficulty of the sub
of operating. He claims that there are no vicious horses, �ect begIlls �eyond the stage of elementary knowledge, and 
but admits th�t there are vicious men who have made quiet mcreases With every stage of progress. While the most 
horses cross and unmanageable. He has operated success- bighly trained and best furnished intellect may find all 
fully upon such horses as'Edward Everett probably the most its resources iI�sufficient when it strives to reach tbe heights 
vicious biter in the country; Judge Fuller'ton, who frequent- and penetrate mto the depths of the problems of physiology, 
ly uses his teeth in any but a gentle manner; Emperor, the eler,nentary and fundamental truths can be made clear 
owned by S. D. Houghton, of this city. who cannot be to a chtId. 
sponged out on the track, Goldsmith Maid Smuggler and No one can have any difficulty in comprehending the 
in fact all!1ost every horse' of note in the co{mtry. 

' mechanis,nt of circulation or re��iration, or the general m?de 
The ammals rather appear to like having their mouths of operatlOn of the organ of V1SlOn ; though the unravelIllg 

wor!red �pon, and Mr. �ouse says he never. had one attempt of the �i�utirn of tbese processes may, for t�e preEent, .b�fHe 
to blte hlm. He runs hlS hands and arms mto their mouths the c�nJomed attacks of . t�e most accomphshed phYSICIStS, 
freely, works away upon the sensitive parts without causinO" chemlsts, and mat�ematlclans. To know the anatcmy of 
the horse to exhibit signs of pain or uneasiness. His work the hl!-man body, wlth �ven an approximation to thorough
relieves suffering on the part of dumb animals and makes ness. IS the work of a hfe, but as much as is needed for a 
them better servants. 

• sound comprehension of elementary physiological truths 
_� ___ ��___ may be learned in a week. 

,--�---�- A knowledge of the elements of physiology is not on]y 
A JOYFUL SOUND FOR THE DEAF. easy of acquirement, but it may be made a real and practical 

M. BoNNAFONT, of the Paris Academy of Sciences has acquaint�nce with the facts, as far as it goes. The subject 
brought before that body a case in which deafness of'long of study IS always at hand in oneself. The principal con
standing had been cUTed by trepanning the tympanic mem- stitu�nts of the skeleton, and the changes of form of con
brane. The tympanum must be anrnsthetized and the canula tractmg muscles, may be felt through one's own skin. The 
allowed to remain until it drops out natural y. Unless the beating of one's heart, and its connection with the pulse 
acoustic n'�rves are weakened, he believes that any deafness may be noted; the influence of the valves of one's own veins 

b d' d b l I d b h may be shown; the movements of respiration may be ob_ may e reme le or a so ute y cure y t is process served ; while the wonderful phenome1Ca of sensation afford 

REPLANTATION OF A TOoTH.-On the 6th of May, 1876, a 
young man came to my office suffering with toothache of the 
right superior lateral incisor. He refused to submit to any 
treatment of the tooth, and insisted on its extraction, which 
was done. After examination I concluded to try the experi
ment of replanting it. After filling the root and crown and 
removing the pus-sac, and taking off a small portion of the 
root, which had been partially absorbed, I replaced, it, secUT
il!-g it �n plll;ce by fastening it to the adjoining teeth on either 
slde wlth silk thread. The fastening after a few days was 
removed. More than a year has elapsed since the experi
ment was made, and it has proved to be a complete success. 
The young man tells me that he knows no difference between 
that and his other teeth.-E. H. LOCKE, in Dental Oosmos. 

DETERMINATION OF ALBUMEN IN URINE. 
. ACCORI�ING to J. Stolpikow, urine containing albumen is 

dlluted wlth water, untli a sample poured upon some nitric 
acid contained in a test tube produces still a faint white 
ring at the point of contact, after a lapse of forty seconds. 
The number of volumes of water added to the volume of the 
urine (w.hich �ay be taken as one) is diviaed by 250, and 
the quotIent wlll be the percentage of albumen in the urine. 
This relation has been established and confirmed bv gravi-
metric determination. • 
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an. endless field for . curi?us a.nd interesting self-study. The 
pnck of a needle wlll yteld, m one's own blood, material for 
microscopic observation of phenomena which lie at the 
foundation of all biological conceptions; and a cold with its 
concomitant coughing and sneezing, may prove the sweet 
uses of adversity by helping one to a clear conception of what 
is meant by "reflex action." 

Of coursc there is a limit to this pbysiological self-exam
ination. But there is so clese a solidarity between oursdves 
and our poor re ations of the animal world that our inacces· 
sible inward parts may be supplemented by theirs. A com
parative anatomist knows that a sheep's heart and lungs or 
eye must not be confounded with those of a man' but so far 
as the comprehension of the elementary facts of the physio
logy of circu.1ation and of respiration and of vision goes, 
the one furmshes the needful anatomical data as well as 
the other. 

Thus it is quite possible to give instruction in elementary 
physiology in such a manner as not only to confer know
ledge, whlCh, for the reason I have mentioned is useful in 
itself; but to serve the purposes of a training in' accurate ob
se:vation, and in the methods of reasoning of physical 
�Cl�nce. But that is an advantage which I mention only 
lllcldentally, as the present conference does not deal with 
education in the ordinary sense of the word. 

-�---������------�-- ���----
• Address before the Domestic Economy CongreS8. 
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It will not be suspected that I wish to make physiologists '[ r'Jom which will intercept the actinic rays. This M. Brady 1, advancing towards the division 85 of the micrometer. From 
of all the world. It would be as reasonable to excuse an has found to be almost impossible; so, to turn the difficulty, this moment, whatever may be the concentration of the solu
advocate of the "three R's" of a desire to make an orator, as it were, he experimented with a number of dyes, and has tion, the screen advances no further, and the red and orange 
an author, and a mathematician of everybody. A stumbling succeeded in discovering one admirably adapted to the rays diminish only ill. intensity. 
reader, a pothook writer, and an arithmetician who has not office demanded of it, viz. , to keep out of the dark room This peculiar property compels one at first sight to think 
got beyond the rule of three, is not a-person of brilliant ac- all the actinic rays which would fog the plates. He began that chrysoldine was a perfect anti-photogenic agent, and ex
quirements ; but the difference between such a member of as follows: periments have confirmed that opinion. An emulsion plate 
society and one who cannot either read, write, or cypher is The interesting process of emulsions, as published by M. was placed during five minutes behind a pane of glass 
almost inexpressible ;  and no one nowadays doubts the value Chardon, requires that in the manipulations a light be em- covered with a gelatine pellicle. deeply colored by chryso
of instruction, even if it goes no further. ployed which has no action upon the bromide of silver. I idine, and gave no trace of an image, although the alkaline 

The saying th:lt a little knowledge is a dangerous thing is, can render service to those who wish to dabble a little in development was employed. A pane of yellow glass was 
to my mind, a very dangerous adage. If knowledge is real emulsions, as well as to those who desire to study fully that experimented under the same circumstances, and a positive 
and genuine, I do not believe that it is other t.han a very proces], by indicating an easy means how to replace yellow i was obtained in twenty seconds. This pane of yellow glass 
valilable possession, however infinitesimal its quantity may glass, which, unhappily, leaves a passage for a great number had been employed for years in my laboratory in working 
be. Indeed, if a little knowledge is dangerous, where is the of actinic rays. During the last two years in my studies, em- with wet collodion. Upon being examined by the spec
man who has so much as to be out of danger? ploying silver bromide for dry-plate work, 1 have made use troscope it was found to intercept no ray of the spectrum; 

If William Harvey's life-long labors had revealed to him of white glass colored by a preparation of aniline to light up it simply enfeebled the light rassing through it. 
a tenth part of what may be made sound and real know- my dark room. Among the numerous substances which I Mr. Brady informed the Society that he had obtained great 
ledge to our boys and gIrls, he would not only have been trIed, one above all has in a high degree the property to success with M. Chardon's process. 
what he was, the greatest physiologist of his age. but he arrest the active rays of light. This substance is named M. Balaquy developed before the Society some neWltives 
would have loomed upon the seventeenth century as a sort "chrysoldine. " Chrysoldine is a crystallized substance, ex- made by the emulsion process of M. Chardon. He employed 
of intellectual portent. Our little knowledge would have cessively rich in coloring matter, of a yellowish-red appear- the alkaline developer, and obtained sufficient intensity with 
been to him a great, astounding, unlooked-for vision of ance, soluble in water and alcohoL which facilitates its pyro. and carbonate of ammonia. 
scientific truth. employment in divers matters, such as a varnish to cover a :CCC-.'==-C:=-=.= I reIlly see no hann which can come of giving our children pane of glass, or intermixed with gelatine in order to make 
a little knowledge of physiology. But then, as I have a pliable film, or a stain or dye in order to color paper. To PHOTOGRAPHY IN AND OUT OF THE STUDIO. 
said, the instruction must be real, based upon observation{ make a varnish it suffices to dissolve the powder in a varnish MEASURING THE FORCE OF EXPLOSIVES BY PHOTOGRAPHY. eked out by good explanatory diagrams and models, ana made with alcohol, leave it to cool, and then to filter it: it 
conveyed by a teacher whose knowledge has been ac- can then be employed as the ordinary varnish. THE war on the Danube and in the Black Sea calls to 
qui red by study of the facts, and not the mere cat echis- Collodion d la chrysoi'dine is prepared by replacing the mind once more the part which photography has taken in 
mal parrot work which too often usurps the place of elemen- alcohol by an alcoholic solution saturated with chrysoldine. 1:'e elaboration of submarine warfare. Most of our readers 
tary teaching. The ether will precipitate a part of the product; it is, there- are acquainted with the earliest use of the camera in con-

It is, I hope, unnecessary for me to give a formal contra- fore. necessary to leave it a certain time to clarify itself. and ncction with torpedo defences, when employed at Venice, 
diction to the silly fiction, which is assiduomly circulated then to decant it with care. ,,;here a camera-obscura was used to record the means taken 
by fanatics who not only ought to know, but do know, that This preparation, poured upon a sheet of glass as collo- to protect the harbor. Since then photography has been 
their assertions are untrue, that I have advocated the intro- dion, gives a very strong color, and replaces very advan- l.lrgely employed in this country for ascertaining the com
auction of that experimental discipline which is absolutely tageously yellow glass as employed at the present day. In rarative explosive power of various compounds under water, 
indispensable to the professed physiologist, into elementary some cases it is preferable to cover both sides cf the glass and also in impartially recording the amount of damage 
teaching. with the varnish. One of the best means to utilise this done by different charges. 

But while I should object to any experimentation which product is make pellicles of gelatine: It is well known that during the past few years gunpow-
can justly be called painful for the purpose of elementary c'er has been pushed into the second place, so far as mihtary 
instr uction, and while, as a member of a late royal com- White gelatIne . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . .  .. .  308 grains. nnd naval mining is ccncerned, and even for industJial and 
mission, I gladly did my best to prevent the infliction of Water .... . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .  1925 " 1lasting purposes gun-cotton, dynamite, and lithofracteur 
needless pain for any purpose, I think it is my duty to take Chrysoidine. . . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 40 nre nowadays very frequmtly used, esreciallyin the colonies 
this opportunity of expressing my regret at a condition of Glycerine . . . " . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . 46 nnd America. All these substances are alike chemically-
the law which permits a boy to troll for pike, or set lines, Water containing two per cent. of alum. . 616 that is to say, that the nitroglycerin which is the activeprin-
with live frog bait, for idle amusement ; and at the same ciple of dynamite and 1ithofracteur is a nitro-ccmpound, 
time lays the teacher of that boy open to the penalty of fine Begin by dissolving the chrysoidine in the 1025 .s-rains of hot and may be considered very much as a liquid gun-cotton. 
and imprisonm3nt if he uses the same animal for the pur- water; filter, and allow it to cool. Procecd In the same This latter. as every photographer knows, is made by allow
pose of exhibiting one of the most beautiful and instructive manner as if you desired to make pellicular negatives by the ing strong acids to act upon cotton, and nitroglycerin is Fe
of physiological spectacles, the circulation in the web of the method of M. Jeanrenaud. It is necessary to have a pellicle pared in the same simple manner, namely, by allowing gly
foot. No one could undertake to affirm that a frog is not as thick as possible, to obtain which, after having covered cerine to fall drop by drop into nitric acid. 
inconvenienced by being wrapped up in a wet rag, and hav. with talc and collodionized the glass, put a rim round it In this country we favor gun-cotton for mines and torpe
ing his t03S tied out; and it cannot be denied that incon- composed of soft wax. A kind of tray is then obtained, does, but abroad it is the nitroglycerin cempoU! ds which are 
venience is a sort of pain. But you must not inflict the lea�t into which the solution of I>elatine is poured. The glass is mostly used. To discover the explosive force of tl:ese and 
pain on a vertebrated animal for scientific purposes (though now levelled, and the gelatIne left to dry. When dry it is gunpowder, picric powder, and several other inventions, coated with a collodion containing castor oil. If the formula h h I d l b ' f t '  you mly do a good deal in that way for gain or for sport) II P otograp Y was emp oye . n su manne war are wo Im-
without due license of the Secretary of State for the Home has been carefully followed a pe icle will be obtained of a portant pOints have to be considered, namely. how much 
Department, granted under the authority of the Vivisection ruby-red color, which will arrest nearly the whole of the water a charge can displace, lllld how far a cushion of water 
Act. actinic rays of the spectrum. of a certain thickness is capable of annulling the effects of 

So it comes about, that in this present year of grace, 1877, 
A n  excellent anti-photogenic paper can be made by im- a shot. 

two persons may be charged with cruelty to animals. One pregnating a thickish white paper with a solution of- It has been found, namely, that an ironclad is unsafe from 
has impal\ld a frog and suffered the creature to writhe about Water .. . .. . . . .. ..... ........... 770 grains. the explosion of a heavy torpedo unless a cushion of air of 
in that condition for hours; the other has pained the animal Alcohol. . . •  , • • . . . .  " . . . . . • . . . . .. 1540 " no less than forty feet intervenes between the floating hull 
no more than one of us would be pained by tying string3 ChrysoYdine .. . _ . . . . . • •  • .  . . . . . .. . 47 and the source of destruction, while a Whitehead or fiEh tor-
rou!ld his fingars and keep him in the position of a hydro- pedo is rendered harmless by a much less interval. The 
pathic patient. The first offender says, "I did it because I The paper dyed in this Bolutbn can be employed to inter- depth at which a charge is exploded has, of course, also cen
find fishing very amusing," and the magistrate bids him cept the actinic rays from entering the dark room for pack- siderable influence upon its effects, so far as shock or dis
depart in peace, nay, probably wishes him good sport. ing all substances liable to be spoiled by white light, such as placement of water is concerned, and by photography it has 
The second pleads, ,. I want to impress a scientific truth, dry plates, wet and dry emulsions, etc., etc. been possible to register the various influences exerted by 
with It distinctness attainable in no other way, on the minds A magnificent red dye named "eosine " is equally soluble (�epth in a very striking manner. Every time an explosion 
of my scholars," and the magistrate fines him five pounds. in water and alcohol, and can be employed in the same man- of this kind occurs, water is thrown up in the form of a 

I cannot but think that this is anomalous, and not wholly ncr as chrysoidine; but, as its power of coloring is inferior cone, and this cone represents the amount of water dis-
a creditable state of things. to the last-named substance, double the quantity must be placed. 

_____ ---"'=----- employed. If you know the measurement of its base, and are ac-
PHOTO NOTES. " I was led to employ these different dyes in experiment- quainted with the height to which the water has been 

ing with the spectroscope upon the power of absorption thrown, it remains a ccmparatively easy matter to calculate By PROFESSOR E. STEBBING. of different colors extracted from coal. I will cite the the cubical contents of the bulk of water thrown into the 
AT a recent meeting of the Photographic Society of France, following result, which will show the usefulness of the air. To register this momentary eruption of water, the 

M. Magny presented some very fine proofs which he had ob- I spectroscope in seeking the actinic properties of different camera is brought into play, and with exceedingly good 
tained by the emulsion process. We are greatly indebted dyes;- effect, for it. is in the main due to the photographic records 
to M. Chardon for the great elan given to emulSIOns in this I. FUCHSINE, OR ANILINE RED. of these eruptions that the comparative force of the various 
country; for before his presentation, and the pUblicity given explosives has been arrived at. 
to his process, very few manipulators had succeeded in This substance, so well known at the present time, presents A five hundred pounds charge sunk to a depth of 30 feet, 
m:tkin!.\' good emulsions. a chancteristic band of absorption ; this band is situated in which throws into the air 1,500 cubic yards of water, must 

M. Braun presented some admirable proofs (in carbon), the green division of the spectrum. If the micrometer of obviously have exerted far more energy upon explosion than 
being reproductions of pictures in the late Salon of 1877. 

the spectroscope be regnlated in such a manner that the divi- another of the same height and at the mme depth, which 
:U Schaeffner presented to the Society a new transfer- sion 100 coincides with the yellow rays of sodium, and, at only displaces a cone equal to 1,000 cubic yards. In this 

paper, by which line drawings, repr0ductions, etc., can the same time, a small glass tray containing a solution of way we have arrived at the conclusion that gun-cotton is 
be transferred to lithographic stones with the greatest fuchsine be interposed before the slit of the. in8trument, a equal, if not superior, to any other explosive, while its use 
ease. large and sharply-defined band can be seen covering all the for such purposes IS particularly convenient. As we have 

M. Gougenheim-well known in Paris for his success in part situated between the divisions 110 and 125 of the micro- said, the depth of water materially influences the displace
the enamel process-gave a very good formula for a rapil meter. By adding successively more dye to the solution ment of water. 
collodion, together with a suitable developing solution. already in the tray, so as to deepen the color, the band of Thus a photograph of the explosion of ten pounds of 

A Member said he had had great success with the collo- absorption enlarged to the right as well as to the left, covers gun cotton in ten feet of water shows us a graceful cone, or 
d' d b M G d up the yellow rays of sodium, and finally allows only the f 1 f IOn. as prepare . y . ou!enheim, an especially with orange and red rays to pass, together with a feeble quantity rather column, 0 water 00 cet in height, but then the base 
the lIon developIng solution as proposed by that skillful is a very narrow one; while 400 pounds of gun-cotton ex-
operator. of violet rays. This substance must, therefore, have ploded in 27 feet of water is registered by a photograph re-

The formula is as follows: some influence upon the various preparations in which presenting a column only 80 feet in height, but in this case 
Oo'lod'on. 

the sensible salts of silver are employed effectively. It the base of the volume of water is upwards of one hundred , , may here be remarked that even a concentrated solution d . 
Ether . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . •  8239 gra,i,ns. allows a small quantity of actinic rays situated in the violet an 

W�!�rrf��� trouble our readers with any more technical Alcohol 6236 to pass through. A thick pellicle of gelatine, deealy d d d d f d . . . .  . . ....... ..... ......... ... . etails, an have, in ee , only re erre to the above to prove 
Ootton. 

colored with fuchsine, interposed between the light an a the real importance of photography in connection with this 
Double iodide of cadmium and potassium .  
Iodide of ammonium .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 

cadmium . . . ........ . .. . ... . .  . 
Bromide of 

Iron Solution. 

77 grains. 
6'H " 

'·5 
38 
46k 

plate prepared with the emulsIOn of M. Chardon, pennits modern branch of warfare, and to point once mOle to the sufficient light to pass through to make a complete positive wonderful applications that have been made of the process in fifteen seconds. in the furtherance of war science. II. NAPHTHALINE ROSE. In a stereoscopic vIew of the America hulk, which we 

Distilled water .. .. . . .... . . .. '" . . . _ .... 15,400 
D ouble sulphate of iron and ammonia. . . .  770 

This substance possesses a band of absorption situated be- have before us, and which was one of the earliest of the tor
tween the divisions 120 and 145. A deeply-tinted solution pedo explosions registered by phctography, it is possible to 
appears to intercept an the rays except the orange llUd the see actually how the hull of the vessel is momentarily poiEed gr��ns. red. Although the eye cannot perceive any violet rays, it is by the energetic action of the charge, and how the mass is 
possible that by the widening of the band of absorption the lifted by the destructive agent. There is nothing very won
violet and the ultra-violet rays of the spectrum can pass. derful, perhaps, in the depiction of such an event, for pho
This substance, employed to color a gelatine pellicle, operated tography has since then done wonders for science; but it is 
upon as in the case of the former dye, gave a positive in 

I 
a matter, nevertheless, to which we are justified in again 

Sulphate of copper . . . .. .. . . . ... .. . . . .. _ 308 
Acetif' acid .. .  . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. 539 
Alcohol . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ............... 308 

Intensifying Solution. 

1. Distilled water . . . . . . . . . .. _ _  . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7700 gr��ns. 
AcetIC acid . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .....  308 
Alcohol . . .... . . .. . .... . . . . . . . .... . . . . . 1386 

2. Distilled wZlter ... . .................... 1540 
Nitrate of silver . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . ......... 77 

sixty seconds. calling attention to show how valuable is the art-science in 
III. EOSINE. its proper application. 

Th' d 1 h rt' th b d Chevalier, the inventor of the photographic plane-table, IS y� pr�sents near y t .e same prope les ; . � an had a scheme whereby he hoped to make use of photo of absorptIOn I�, 'p�rhaps, a lIttle narrower. It IS situated graphic images to enable him to direct the firing of guns as between the dIVISIOns 120 and 140. If no .other �ubstance ,well at night as by day, so that it bombardment might be coul?- be found the two last-named dyes mIght stlll render continued after dark, and the enemy thus prevented from servICe. .. 
I repairing his damages. Whether, had he lived, he would ANTI-PHOTOGENIC COLORS. IV. CHRYSOIDINE. have been able to have brought his scbeme to a Auccessful 

M. Brady has made a discovery which will render great This color presents a great peculiarity, which is that no issue now matters little, but we have instances enough before 
service to' the photographic community-which is that of an [I band of absorption is visible ; and if solutions more and us to show that photography has already materially assisted 
anti-photogemc dye or color. It is well known how difficult more dense be placed before the slit of the spectroqcope a in war SCIence, and bids fair to render still greater services 
it is to choose a y ellow-colored pane of glass for the dark kind of screen can be observed, beginning at the violet and I to the soldier and sailor-Photo New8. 
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